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Are you bored with the traditional methods people tell you to use to learn Italian? Are you bored with

all those dusty grammar books that pile up making everything look so hard? What if we told you

there's a better, more enjoyable way to learn Italian and grow your vocabulary exponentially? Well,

guess what? There is! The best way to learn Italian is by listening to short stories. The problem?

You might feel like you don't know where to start. And that's exactly why we created this book. We

know how difficult it may seem to learn a foreign language from scratch, let alone trying to put all

that learning into practice. But what you might not realize is that it's fairly easy to fully incorporate

the essentials of a language once you frame that learning in a certain context (for example, a short

story). Short stories allow you to put what you've learned so far into practice, allowing you to expand

your vocabulary quickly, make sense of ideas, understand new concepts, and overall get a better

grasp of the Italian language. Short stories work because they eliminate the stress of forcing

yourself to learn. Instead, when you listen to the nine captivating short stories we've prepared for

you, you will learn Italian without even realizing you're learning it! Your goal is to simply focus on a

single story at a time (they only a take few minutes to listen to). The stories consist of multiple

genres, including adventure, fantasy, mystery, and romance. We wanted these stories to be fun,

interesting, and appealing, motivating you to keep on listening to find out what happens next. That's

the very best way to learn, don't you think?
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Italian it's not easy and I've been traveling to Italy since long time ago - it was always difficult to me



to learn that language in home but because of this book it is much easier. Why? This book have

nice short stories that you can read anytime and it was more than learning - it was entertainment.

Very nice!

Not the primer and way this book is "advertised". The first story contains numerous examples of

difficult grammar. Some of the words are "clarified" in the glossary but reading these "beginner

stories" creates, piÃ¹ dolore di un corso primario dovrebbe avere bisogno. I will continue to read the

subsequent "beginner" stories with the hope that by the end of the book, I can change my opinion

and edit this negative review.

A good book to take on Kindle to Starbucks and work on your Italian. The stories are fun reading,

and designed for those of us wishing to go to Italy and spend an entire Summer.

This book was so helpful. I've been trying to learn Italian for a few months now and these real

stories helped tremendously to put the language to use.

Excellent concept, does not need any comments, really. Great explanations in English, and just the

right level of Italian for beginners.Goes very well with Duo Lingo (net-based italian for begunners).

Let's begin with a disclaimer: these stories are not literature to match Gorky's stories, or even

Stephen King's. However, they are enjoyable enough to encourage reading, presented in small

enough chunks to prevent discouragement, and filled with lively vocabulary and a glossary of the

more difficult or unusual terms. Each story is written in a different genre (mystery, sci-fi,

supernatural, etc.) that tells a story with a bit of an ironic twist,and with a lexicon that each

succeeding story reinforces. I am a beginning Italian learner who can attest that these are

manageable once you absorb a basic understanding of Italian grammar and can figure out what

each word a sentence is doing to contribute to its meaning (in other words, once you can decipher

the part of speech of each word). I highly recommend this book and its companion pieces.

We as people are storytellers by nature. Telling stories help us make sense of not only our daily

experiences but our ancient history as well. Regardless of what language you speak, storytelling is

a universal act. I absolutely love the Ã¢Â€ÂœLanguage AcademyÃ¢Â€Â•, and I am a huge

proponent of learning as many languages as I can. This book went beyond my expectations and I



am learning quickly and efficiently. Awesome, Awesome book!

These short stories were very helpful and still are. The last one was way beyond me but I need a lot

more vocabulary! I enjoyed reading them.
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Vocabulary and Learn English the Fun Way! 
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